1962 pontiac catalina
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Catalina has all the right investments to remind you why Pontiac arguably had the Private
Seller. For sale in our Chicago showroom is this one of a kind '62 Pontiac Catalina. This black
beauty stan Many pictures are available on our website, but if you need more, or of specific
areas, please c Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon
was with the original ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by the seller, and it has resided in
the Southwest and West since new. Power comes from a 3. The Classic White exterior and black
leather interior areoriginal to the car. Work performed within the past five years consists of a
new fan clutch, front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel lines, dash pad, rear window tint,
and more. This third-series W shows under k miles and is offered with the original window
sticker and purchase documents and a clear Nebraska title in the seller's name. This Mercury
Montclair hardtop coupe is an older restoration finished in two-tone Classic White over
Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic
transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender skirts, power steering,a
Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack mufflers. This Montclair is now offered by
the selling dealer with a clean California title. This Buick Wildcat convertible has spent the
majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white over a red vinyl interior. Power comes froma
ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic transmission. Equipment includes a
replacementconvertible top, power steering andbrakes, and air conditioning. Now located in
Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling dealeron a clean Minnesota title.
This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8
mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome
bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console
and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers,
and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and
new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in
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Contact us Home. Had hoped to finish the project in my lifetime and enjoy, but it simply hasn't
come together over the course of many years. Ready to see this car done and admired instead
of in pieces! Has some early race history in Indianapolis as well as a very interesting story of
how it was purchased. It is a Project and is currently completely dis-assembled. All the body
metal work is complete and the car is in epoxy primer, nearly ready for paint. Have lots of
pictures. Along with the SD I am hoping to find someone who would also like to purchase my
collection of Pontiac parts as a complete package. I have been collecting parts since I bought
the SD back in early 's. I have a nearly complete SR SD engine, missing 1 carb, balancer, valve
covers and dist. Many boxes of NOS parts, 4spd parts. Lots of 8 lug wheels, etc. Also include a
62 Bonneville 4dr Vista, parts car. Obviously this is a transaction which will require a lot of
discussion back and fourth and many more details about the inventory included in the sale! I
am very willing to meet, discuss, get photos, etc. Price: Their is a lot included in the sale and its
very difficult to portray it all through this listing. If you are serious then please get in touch so
we can discuss I look forward to talking, Thanks! I may be open to partial trades More Pontiac
classic cars for sale. Stafford Springs, Connecticut, United States. Make an Enquiry. Any
hobbyist of the early-'60s performance scene knows that the Super-Duty Pontiacs instilled fear
in the competition. Pontiac distanced itself from others as a performance leader with continual
engineering developments and larger displacements. To many, the pinnacle was the '62 model
year, and retired auto-parts wholesaler Mike Marsh of Lafayette, California, owns a timepiece
from that era. His '62 Catalina is equipped with the potent Super-Duty engine and has
accumulated a mere 14, miles in its lifetime. While some low-mile cars have led storybook lives,
this Catalina's tale contains a few different twists. The end result, however, is a stunningly
original example that serves as a vestige of Pontiac's glory days. Neither engine, however, was
factory installed. Instead, the components were shipped to factory-backed racers for
post-delivery installation, and the Super-Duty program's overwhelming success forced racing
organizations to limit engine eligibility to factory-installed units. Pontiac countered by offering
the SD as a regular-production option on '62 Catalina and Grand Prix models. The and
Super-Duty packages were engineered for maximum performance, but the larger mill often
overshadowed its smaller brethren. It featured a four-bolt block containing a 4. The cylinders

were filled with Mickey Thompson forged-aluminum pistons and No. Its flat-tappet, mechanical
camshaft was the newly designed No. Two cylinder-head castings were used during the '62
model year, both with a combustion chamber volume of 68 cc to produce an Casting No. It was
used into March before casting No. Since both heads were designed for competition, neither
was equipped with an exhaust crossover. A cast-aluminum intake manifold housed two Carter
four-barrel carburetors, and like the cylinder heads, a few different manifolds were used in '
Functionally the same, early model-year engines with No. Strangely, both contained an exhaust
crossover though the cylinder heads did not. One last casting, No. Pontiac engineers designed
a pair of highly efficient, cast-iron exhaust manifolds for the Super-Duty package. The units
boasted separate bolt-on collectors that contained cutouts to bypass the 2. This engine also
received a specific harmonic balancer, oil pan, and fuel and oil pumps. A conservative gross
rating of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm was the end result. The bulletproof engine was
mated to a heavy-duty clutch and pressure-plate assembly and backed by a heavy-duty
three-speed manual or a Borg-Warner T10 four-speed manual transmission in the Catalina, but
only the four-speed in the Grand Prix. Though a limited-slip differential was optional, 4. Total
documented production for Catalina and Grand Prix models equipped with the SD is and 16
units, respectively. A typical Catalina weighed around 3, pounds in street trim, and a unique
feature aimed at reducing weight was found on a number of '62 Super-Duty cars. Such steel
body components as the fenders, inner fenders, hood, radiator support, and front bumper were
replaced with stamped-aluminum units, shedding nearly total pounds. The number of cars that
received aluminum pieces is presently unknown, but some researchers believe all would have
had them unless the buyer specified otherwise. The '60s Marsh's Cameo Ivory Catalina is one
such vehicle equipped with an SD engine and a gamut of aluminum sheetmetal. It's unclear if
the car was ordered for a customer or employee, but the absence of convenience options and
the presence of a four-speed transmission and inch wheels indicate it was intended for
maximum performance. In the late '60s, Pete was an area manager for the Pacific Bell telephone
company, and his duties included bill collecting. Pete sent employee Larry Williams to a home
in Bloomington, California, to collect on a delinquent bill. Larry found that the homeowner was
recently widowed, and-like him-her deceased husband had an interest in cars. She told him
about her husband's Pontiac and led him to the garage to see it. Though Larry wasn't sure what
it was, he knew the Pontiac's aluminum body panels made it very special. We went back to her
house and found a Super-Duty Catalina. Though we knew it was rare, in , no one knew exact
production numbers. The Catalina was very original and retained nearly all of its unique
Super-Duty components. I had a new pair of No. Pete was a member of a local car club, the
Riverside Pontiacs, and affixed the club's placard to the Catalina's package tray. This gave Pete
the opportunity to test the Catalina's performance more than once. With just a pair of Casler
slicks, the Catalina consistently ran A transfer back to Los Angeles in late forced Pete to
relinquish his half of the Catalina. With the pending move on his mind, he let Larry handle the
transaction, simply collecting his portion of the selling price, and subsequently lost track of
both Larry and the Catalina. It's unclear if Larry kept the car or sold it to another party, but Yuba
City, California-resident Lanny Johnson acquired it in the early '70s. The '70s As a
new-and-used auto-parts retailer, Lanny Johnson was continually buying and selling vehicles.
He recalls the Catalina's owner approaching him about accepting it on trade. So I took it on
trade for a pair of early Corvettes. Immediately after taking possession, Lanny contacted Mickey
Thompson, soliciting his interest in the Super Duty, but Thompson politely declined. The
Catalina then remained in storage while in Lanny's possession. Though started occasionally,
Lanny never registered it with the California DMV or drove it on the street. When deemed time to
sell, Lanny placed an ad in the classified section of the Nov. That's when thenyear old Terry
Weber came along. I really didn't intend on buying it but had to have it when I saw it. My friends
thought I was crazy, but I paid the full amount. Terry recalls the No. It came with a bunch of
extra non-SD engine parts in the trunk and some wild side pipes. Someone had also painted the
driveshaft bright yellow or orange, so I painted it black. But overall it was very clean. For the
next four years, the Catalina sat on blocks while Terry served in the Navy. After returning home,
the two began terrorizing the area streets. It wasn't long, however, before he had to replace the
original T10 transmission's cast-iron main case with an aluminum unit. The original 4. George
expressed interest in purchasing the Catalina if Terry ever chose to sell. The two kept in friendly
contact over the next few years, and in that time, Terry added about 1, miles to the Catalina's
odometer, primarily racing it on the street. The '80s As Terry matured, he found himself in the
market for other acquisitions. We agreed upon a price, and I sold it. I've regretted selling it ever
since. Among them were the original exhaust manifolds and damaged limited-slip carrier with 4.
Getting the Catalina as close to original as possible was high on George's priority list. I did have
a few areas touched up, but it was still mostly original. I don't think the engine has ever been

out either. I had to install many of the correct '62 Super-Duty pieces that were gone though.
George replaced the No. He also found that, like the carburetors, the original intake manifold
was missing. So he installed a No. There were the two holes I drilled to mount my Riverside
Pontiacs placard onto the package tray. Mike Marsh was at George's home collecting parts for a
friend when George told him about the move and the cars he was selling. I saw the Catalina up
against the wall, and immediately fell in love with it," says Mike. The Catalina had sat for quite
some time, so Mike quickly gave it a thorough detailing once home. I washed the body,
scrubbed the carpet, and cleaned the engine compartment. I also added a correct reproduction
battery and set of Coker tires, but that's all I've had to do," he says. Regarding what he finds
most appealing about his Catalina's styling, Mike says, "It's just a beautiful body style. I love the
overall appearance, especially the taillights. In fact, I originally ordered a '62 Catalina with a ci,
Tri-Power, and a four-speed, but I got married instead. My wife later told me that I could buy a
'62 someday because she owed that to me, and when George showed me this car, I had to have
it. Now it sits next to my '58 Bonneville convertible. The road to Mike's garage wasn't always
easy for the Catalina, but it survived unscathed over the years. Today it leads a life of leisure,
totaling about miles per year driving to local shows. It's just a fun car. Special thanks to Pete
McCarthy for his technical input. Close Ad. Rocky Rotella writer. Mike, we couldn't have said it
any better. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. For , the Catalina grew about an inch and a
half. Styling features included V-shaped twin grille, full length side sculpturing, and new rear
end styling with curved taillights. Vista sedans no longer had the flat top look and sport coupes
had multi-plane roofs with a convertible like appearance. The Ventura trim became a add on
package for two to the Catalinas. You travel first class in a Pontiac Catalina with so many
conveniences that come as standard equipment. Electric wipers, dual visors, foot operated
parking brake, automatic interior lighting, front and rear dual armrests, cushioned instrument
panel, individually controlled air vents, crank operated ventipanes, foam front seat padding, and
full carpeting. All this plus a cigarette lighter, ash trays and instrument panel snack bar.
Interiors of cloth and Morrokide combinations or all-Morrokide with a wide selection of colors
and quality stitching. The Ventura Custom Interior offers even more luxury. Six Cyl. V-8 Stamped on right front side of block or beneath the engine sequence number on machined pad
on right hand bank of engine block. Note: Some Tempest engines have the letter code on the
same line following the engine sequence number. A 1 Bbl. Photo Gallery - 6 Pictures click on a
thumbnail below for a larger view. Factory Installed. Engine Options The Trophy V-8 with
4-barrel carburetor is standard on the Grand Prix and Bonneville and available at extra cost on
other models. Tri-power Trophy V-8 engine available all models. Trophy V-8 economy package
with Hydra-Matic also available on all models. Improved Pontiac Hydra-Matics Improved for
quieter, smoother shifting. The Roto Hydra-Matic is designed specifically for the shorter
wheelbase models, the Super Hydra-Matic engineered for the longer wheelbase model. Six-Way
Power Seats This unit allows wide choice of seat position. Promotes easier steering, better
visibility, and safer driving. Braking is easier, quick stops are made with greater assurance.
Factory or Dealer Installed. Safe-T-Track Differential When one rear wheel gets stuck, some
wheel torque automatically goes to the other one, gets you out of mud and snow, prevents loss
of time, gives you better road feel. Magi-Cruise Especially designed for turnpike driving,
Magi-Cruise retains throttle setting with foot removed from accelerator. Helps cut driver fatigue,
improves comfort, fuel economy advantages. Becomes unlocked in an instant by touching the
brake pedal. Power Window Lift Automatically operate all vertical moving windows from a single
control panels at the drivers side. Individual control buttons near each window let passengers
adjust window as desired. Eyestrain is reduced day and night, sun and headlight glow are
tamed, and car is cooler. Recommended for air-conditioned cars, also available for windshield
only. New Custom Steering Wheel Recessed hub styling with double hand-grip sections in
metallic pearl plastic and upper-lower rim in transparent colors over chrome, horn ring handy to
reach. Pontiac Door-Edge Guard Gleaming stainless steel strips that help prevent nicks and
scratches on the edge of the door and add beauty to the exterior. Spare Tire and Wheel Cover
Dresses up your luggage compartment, protects luggage from marring and scratching. Easily
slips on and off. Standard on Bonneville, available for all other models. Floor Mats Front and
Rear Compartments Help keep your car looking like new by protecting carpet, especially during
winter months. Easily removed for washing, available in harmonizing colors. Simple dial knob
lets you select desired speed limit. Buzzer sound and amber caution light, red light reminds you
to refuel. Included in Safety Group - Factory Installed. Instrument Panel Pad Standard on Grand
Prix and Bonneville Pad is finished in beautiful, durable Seville grain vinyl, which harmonized
with the interior color scheme; padding is resilient, long lasting foam. Windshield Washers A
push of a button and two streams of fluid jet on the windshield, dirt and grime are swept away
by the windshield wipers. Visor Vanity Mirror Clips easily to back of visor, ready for use any

time, out of sight when not in use. Inside Non-Glare Tilt Mirror Flip of a tab eliminates hazard or
blinding lights approaching from the rear, tabs are plainly marked "Night" and "Day". Remote
Control Mirror Is easily adjusted from the inside of the car, sharp styling, front surface chrome
plated to guarantee sharp clear image. Luggage and Utility Lamps Sedans and Coupes
Automatic lighting when trunk is lifted, lamp lifts from bracket and has about 17 feet of
self-storing extension cord. Under hood and Utility lamp unit is available on all Safaris. Dome
Reading Lamp Passenger can read at night with disturbing driver, concentrated spot beam
swings a full degrees. Included in the Lamp Group - Factory Installed. Parking Brake Warning
Lamp Light mounted on lower left side of instrument cluster flashes a bright red warning when
ignition is turned on and parking brake is set. Light continues on until brake is released. Cigar
Lighter and Ash Tray Lamps Glow automatically when parking lights or headlights go on,
become visible when ashtrays are pulled out or when lighter plug is removed. Instrument Panel
Courtesy Lamps Standard on Catalina Convertible and all Bonneville Models Driver and
passengers enter and leave the car safely and conveniently at nights. Lamps flash on when
front door is opened. Can be operated manually by a switch on the instrument panel. Glove
Compartment Lamp Find what you want in a jiffy, compartment lights automatically when door
is opened. Three-step switch lets you play through the front, rear or both speakers. Manual
antenna on right fender. Back-Up Lamps Light up automatically when you shift to reverse,
illuminating are behind your car. Added safety for driver, pedestrians and other motorists.
Heavy Duty Air Cleaner and Silencer Helps assure longer engine life, protects intricate parts of
your engine from dust and dirt particles. Reduces road shock and affords a more relaxing ride.
Dual Speed Electric Wipers Extra-large 18" overlapping wipers clear middle windshield area for
greater all-around visibility. Blades electrically driven, operated at two speed. Super Deluxe
Radio - Manual Antenna Modernized with fully transistorized chassis that requires no warm-up
period. Dial escutcheon and push buttons restyled. Rear Load Area Pad Safari Only An ideal
item for those long trips with children, doubles as mattress or beach pad, makes it much more
comfortable in the load area for kids. Dealer Installed. Power Tailgate Window Safari Only With
two conveniently located switches, lets you raise or lower tailgate window with the touch of a
finger. Makes it easy to open tailgate, standard on Pontiac 9-passenger Safari. Side Window
Screen Safari Only Great for transporting children or pets, made of heavy gauge longwearing
aluminum, attach permanently to inner rear door window frames without interfering with
window operation. Rear Window Screen Safari Only Allows you to drive with rear window open
for added air circulation, keeps out dirt and bugs when camping, screen is made of fine
reinforced mesh. Seat Belts Afford added safety on the highway; belts are made of heavy
webbing belt fabric with heavy cam-action aluminum buckle, designed to established
specifications. Remote Control Trunk Lid Release Except Safaris Lets you open trunk from
passenger compartment without removing key from ignition, pull type control is located on
right-hand inside wall of glove box. Full Width Floor Mat Front Only Specially tailored to fit your
new Pontiac perfectly, easily removed for cleaning, durable for long wear, extends from door to
door. Cushion Topper Gives extra protection to that much-used seat, adds to comfort, soft foam
rubber pad covers entire seat cushion. Clear Plastic Seat Covers Made of heavy gauge
longwearing plastic, fashionable sensible protection for upholstery, easy to clean, helps keep
re-sale value high. Pontiac Tissue Dispenser Holds a regular-size Kleenex box, unit mounts
under instrument panel, swings out for use, swings back when not needed. Pontiac Litter
Basket Provides an ideal way of avoiding clutter and keeping interior neater, mounted neatly out
of the way under instrument panel. Pontiac "Glare Shields" Made of special transparent,
green-tinted Plexiglas, fit neatly along upper inside of windshield, cut annoying sun glare, keeps
car cooler. New Pontiac Rear Door Safety Lock 4-door Models Only Helps prevent accidental
opening of rear door by young children, once lock button is pushed down, rear doors cannot be
opened without inserting a key into lock lever and raising button. Pontiac Trumpet Horn Which
blasts out with authority at oncoming traffic especially valuable on turnpikes and open roads.
Pontiac Electric Clock Catalina Only Features a sweep second hand and special built-in
automatic self-regulator, illuminated for easy night reading. Spot Lamp with Mirror Easily
controlled from inside the car. Completely chromed spot lamp features non-glare chrome
surfaced reflecting rear-view mirror, also adjusted from inside the car. Guide-Matic Headlamp
Control Automatically dims or flicks up brights when needed and "Safety-Salute" signals
oncoming drivers in a courteous, but urgent manner. Cool-Pack Air Conditioner Carries a low
price tag yet affords wonderful cooling advantages, cooling unit fits snugly under instrument
panel. New Custom Wheel Discs To give your Pontiac the well-dressed look, made of
chrome-flashed stainless steel, they have three spinners on the outer surface. White Sidewall
Tires tubeless New narrow band-sportier white sidewall tires give the car extra prestige and add
greater resale value. Pontiac "No-Mar" Fuel Door Guard Protects your car from nicks or

scratches, made of sturdy stainless steel that won't rust or corrode. Circ-L-Aire Air Conditioner
Allows you to drive on hottest days with windows closed, reduces dust and pollen in the car
interior. Entire system is custom designed for your Pontiac. Dual Exhaust Available on all
models, cuts down backpressure in exhaust system adding to efficiency. Standard on Grand
Prix. If lower gloss is required, use DuPont flattening compound to reduce gloss. NOTES:
General Motors paint code plate for all models except Corvair and Corvette is located under the
hood at the top of the firewall on the left or right of the upper shroud. Corvair paint code plate is
on the left rear wheel housing. Corvette paint code plate is not shown on car. Guide-Matic
Headlight Control. Aluminum Wheel Hubs and Brake Drums Integrated aluminum wheel face
and drum bonded to cast iron braking surface, virtually immune to fade. Dual Speed Electric
Wipers. Chrome Luggage Carrier Safari Only Handsome and sturdy, made for the outdoorsman
or vacationer, handy side rails provide perfect tie-down spot for tarps, luggage, etc. Model
Number. Model Series Identification. Vin Number was on the left front door hinge pillar. Last
Four Symbols - Production Sequence. Get Financing. This Pontiac Catalina has all the right
investments to remind you why Pontiac arguably had the best stable of cruisers. So check out
the outstanding full-blue package on this V8 pillarless hardtop classic. The factory-correct
Yorktown Blue sets the tone nicely. It was given a quality respray later in life, and there's even a
hint of metallic element that lets the sunshine really show off this well preserved sheetmetal.
Pontiac's of this era were out to dominate the road with the Wide Track style that made these a
legend. It includes the wraparound chrome bumpers that were integrated so nicely into the
design lines; the bright grille that came to a point to showcase the Pontiac's arrowhead; and the
extra wide rear fenders flared to draw your attention where the power was meeting the ground.
This Catalina truly owned the boulevard back in the day. It still has that presence now, right
down to the special distinct 8-lug wheels. One of the best reasons for having a pillarless
hardtop is so people can get a terrific view inside when the windows are down. And this one
really show off that appeal. The triple-tone blue on the seats is pure s style, and the condition
today looks like it was locked away in a time capsule. And the door panels are even done to
match. Plus, the headliner, carpeting, and dash all look great as they coordinate with a package
that has all the appeal of a deep blue ocean. The curved windshield and ultra-wide dash give
this a feeling of expansive luxury in this full-sized coupe, and so those who love true vintage
style will love going for a ride. You really see a well-preserved vintage style everywhere from the
AM radio that's on display to the full-size spare in the trunk. The engine bay stays faithful to this
car's classic image, right down to the black air cleaner, factory decals, and turquoise paint on
the block. Fans of the soon-to-come GTO know the Pontiac cubic-inch V8, and it's a great
powerplant to have here, too. There's a bit more grand touring weight in the Catalina compared
to the Goats, but this powerhouse has the right torque to keep it a true confident cruiser. It fires
up readily and it ready to hit the road. Plus, power steering, power brakes, and a stout but
smooth TH three-speed automatic transmission all make you want to take this one out every
weekend. This is the full blue coupe with outstanding all-around appeal. So if you love a true
classic, you know you don't want to let this Catalina slip away. Call today!!! Classifieds Classic
Cars Pontiac Catalina. Cars Pontiac Catalina. Mileage Engine 8. Doors 2. Transmission
Automatic. Make Pontiac. Model Catalina Catalina Title Status Exterior Color Yorktown Blue.
Interior Color Blue. Read More Read Less. Full Name. Email Address. I agree to receive emails
from OldRide. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Send Message.
Buyer Resources View All. LightStream Finance your car. Financing options. Grundy Insurance
Insure your Collector vehicle! Quote Now! Thrifty Auto Shipping Need to ship it? Get Shipping
Estimates. SpareFoot Need to store it? Rusty Classic Cars. Rusty Classic Trucks. Memory Lane.
Skip to main content. Related: pontiac bonneville pontiac grand prix pontiac bonneville pontiac
catalina pontiac catalina parts pontiac super duty pontiac catalina. Include description. Model
Year. Automatic 1 Items 1. Body Type. Coupe 1 Items 1. Catalina 1 Items 1. Used 1 Items 1.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 1. Accepts Offers. Auction 1. Buy
It Now. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Used. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save pontiac catalina to get e-mail
alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Shipping not specified. Results matching fewer words.
Classified Ad with Best Offer. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in
new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The complete
article and its galley can be seen at Survival of the Quickest. Pontiac distanced itself from
others as a performance leader with continual engineering developments and larger
displacements. Neither engine, however, was factory installed. The and Super-Duty packages

were engineered for maximum performance, but the larger mill often overshadowed its smaller
brethren. It featured a four-bolt block containing a 4. The cylinders were filled with Mickey
Thompson forged-aluminum pistons and No. Its flat-tappet, mechanical camshaft was the newly
designed No. Casting No. It was used into March before casting No. Since both heads were
designed for competition, neither was equipped with an exhaust crossover. Functionally the
same, early model-year engines with No. Strangely, both contained an exhaust crossover
though the cylinder heads did not. One last casting, No. Pontiac engineers designed a pair of
highly efficient, cast-iron exhaust manifolds for the Super-Duty package. The units boasted
separate bolt-on collectors that contained cutouts to bypass the 2. This engine also received a
specific harmonic balancer, oil pan, and fuel and oil pumps. A conservative gross rating of hp at
5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm was the end result. The bulletproof engine was mated to a
heavy-duty clutch and pressure-plate assembly and backed by a heavy-duty three-speed
manual or a Borg-Warner T10 four-speed manual transmission in the Catalina, but only the
four-speed in the Grand Prix. Though a limited-slip differential was optional, 4. Total
documented production for Catalina and Grand Prix models equipped with the SD is and 16
units, respectively. Such steel body components as the fenders, inner fenders, hood, radiator
support, and front bumper were replaced with stamped-aluminum units, shedding nearly total
pounds. The number of cars that received aluminum pieces is presently unknown, but some
researchers believe all would have had them unless the buyer specified otherwise. Pete sent
employee Larry Williams to a home in Bloomington, California, to collect on a delinquent bill.
Larry found that the homeowner was recently widowed, and-like him-her deceased husband had
an interest in cars. We went back to her house and found a Super-Duty Catalina. Though we
knew it was rare, in , no one knew exact production numbers. The Catalina was very original
and retained nearly all of its unique Super-Duty components. I had a new pair of No. With just a
pair of Casler slicks, the Catalina consistently ran A transfer back to Los Angeles in late forced
Pete to relinquish his half of the Catalina. With the pending move on his mind, he let Larry
handle the transaction, simply collecting his portion of the selling price, and subsequently lost
track of both Larry and the Catalina. So I took it on trade for a pair of early Corvettes.
Immediately after taking possession, Lanny contacted Mickey Thompson, soliciting his interest
in the Super Duty, but Thompson politely declined. Though started occasionally, Lanny never
registered it with the California DMV or drove it on the street. When deemed time to sell, Lanny
placed an ad in the classified section of the Nov. My friends thought I was crazy, but I paid the
full amount. Terry recalls the No. It came with a bunch of extra non-SD engine parts in the trunk
and some wild side pipes. Someone had also painted the driveshaft bright yellow or orange, so I
painted it black. But overall it was very clean. For the next four years, the Catalina sat on blocks
while Terry served in the Navy. After returning home, the two began terrorizing the area streets.
The original 4. George expressed interest in purchasing the Catalina if Terry ever chose to sell.
We agreed upon a price, and I sold it. Among them were the original exhaust manifolds and
damaged limited-slip carrier with 4. I did have a few areas touched up, but it was still mostly
original. George replaced the No. He also found that, like the carburetors, the original intake
manifold was missing. So he installed a No. There were the two holes I drilled to mount my
Riverside Pontiacs placard onto the package tray. The Catalina had sat for quite some time, so
Mike quickly gave it a thorough detailing once home. I washed the body, scrubbed the carpet,
and cleaned the engine compartment. I love the overall appearance, especially the taillights.
Today it leads a life of leisure, totaling about miles per year driving to local shows. The
Pontiac's received a heavy facelift from the design with more rounded body contours and new
rooflines on two-door hardtops featuring convertible-like bows. Catalina sedans and coupes got
a 1-inch wheelbase increase to ", after spending on a inch length shared with full-sized Chevy's.
This is a consignment vehicle and the information above was provided by the current owner.
We can make no guarantees as to the accuracy of the above information. However, please
understand as with all pre-owned automobiles, the described condition is subjective. It has not
been verified by Midwest Car Exchange Inc. As such Midwest Car Exchange Inc. Buyer is
encouraged to verify this information on their own, prior to purchase. Midwest Car Exchange
Inc. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection,
defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and
are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have
thoroughly inspected the vehicle, to their satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to
purchase. Contact S. Hours Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm. Midwest Car Exchange. Engine Size V8. Show
Pictures. Basic Year Engine Engine Type Gasoline. Body Body Color Burgundy. Interior Interior
Color Burgundy White. Apply Now! Email Us Contact Details Name. Last name. Outlying Islands
U. Thank you for your interest! We will get back to you soon. Finance Calculator Vehicle Price.
Monthly Payment. Calculate Clear. Speed Digital. We advertise on all the top websites and print

publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds of views each day. Let our
money work for you! With rates as low as 6. After being in the collector-car business for a
decade prior, Donna Robbins opened the doors to the first Streetside Classics showroom in
Charlotte, NC in Armed with a customer-oriented business philosophy and a clear vision for
success, she has since led Streetside Classics to an unrivaled sales volume that is currently
among the best in the collector car industry. With the most knowledgeable and professionally
trained staff in the industry, we have expanded nationally and opened showrooms in many
major U. We operate under the principles of doing business fairly and with the understanding
that our customers are the lifeblood of the business. Today, Streetside Classics is known as the
Nation's Trusted Consignment Dealer; providing sellers and buyers alike with the peace of mind
that only comes from partnering with one of the largest classic car dealerships in the country.
That said, we did not build, modify, or have the luxury of personal ownership that would give us
the advantage of knowing all unknown aspects of each vehicle. Transparency is king and we're
happy to try and answer ALL questions our customers might have prior to purchasing.
Additionally, we welcome and encourage independent inspections see Inspection statement
below. We recommend you familiarize yourself with your individual state's taxes, transfer, or
additional fees. Availability : Please inquire prior to purchase to assure any advertised vehicle is
not already sold. We advertise across multiple platforms where a vehicle can sell in a moment's
notice. Contact : Note that you may hear from us after to the sale, but if you are a winning
bidder, click a Buy-It-Now, or we accept your eBay Offer, it is your responsibility to contact us
within 24 hours. If a buyer chooses to buy sight unseen many of our buyers choose this option
the buyer accepts the vehicle AS-IS and understands we cannot address concerns post sale.
For this reason, it's important all concerns are addressed prior to purchase. We make every
effort to present accurate and reliable information, but use of this information is voluntary, and
should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and
timeliness. Full payment is required within 7 days of offer acceptance unless other
arrangements are agreed to in writing. For balance of payment we will accept bank wire transfer
preferred , cashier's check, or personal check vehicle shipment will be delayed until check
clears. Shipping : We have access to a network of private and commercial carriers. Most of
them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway and upon your schedule. We assume no
responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Buyers
are welcomed to trailer vehicles home and we are happy to have everything ready to see you off
with your new vehicle. Drive it Home : If you plan to buy and drive home, please keep some
things in mind. Anything is possible when it comes to a vehicle, especially a classic or antique
one. We recommend transporting all vehicles to your home first, then driving it locally. Get to
know the vehicle and its tendencies before embarking on a long-distance trip. If you choose to
drive your new vehicle home, buyer accepts all responsibility as we are unable to control what
may take place once it leaves our facility. To avoid delays, we recommend returning any
required documents within 24 hours of receipt. Please allow up to 30 days for vehicle titles.
Usually titles are available sooner, we ask for the extra time in the event there are unforeseen
circumstances. Buyer agrees to hold seller harmless from any disputes arising from other
hidden or secondary VINs present on the vehicle as seller only verifies the primary VIN location.
If needed, it is the buyer's sole responsibility to verify secondary VIN locations their specific
state may inspect, prior to purchase. Mileage : Occasionally our vehicles may be driven or
simply moved around our facilities. Slight differences may occur so we recommend you confirm
actual and current miles prior to purchase. Condition : We cover the obvious and do our best to
describe our vehicles in detail. Even so, please have a transparent conversation with us before
purchasing. Do be aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or
manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Finally, be advised that
although our sales associates are here to assist you with your purchase, they are not trained or
certified vehicle inspectors. If you choose to waive inspection, do plan to have a detailed and
transparent conversation with us regarding the vehicle's condition. Ask the hard questions up
front. Please just call us, we are here to help and welcome all your questions! Information is
provided to the best of our knowledge and we make no warranty or representation regarding the
accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. We strive to perform extensive visual
inspections on all vehicles we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for
inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not
readily apparent. All vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Sales tax,
title, license fee, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing
fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Vehicle is listed locally, we
reserve the right to end the auction at any time. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos Video. Stock :.
This Pontiac Catalina has all the right investments to remind you why Pontiac arguably had the

best stable of cruisers. So check out the outstanding full-blue package on this V8 pillarless
hardtop classic. The factory-correct Yorktown Blue sets the tone nicely. It was given a quality
respray later in life, and there's even a hint of metallic element that lets the sunshine really
show off this well preserved sheetmetal. Pontiac's of this era were out to dominate the road with
the Wide Track style that made these a legend. It includes the wraparound chrome bumpers that
were integrated so nicely into the design lines; the bright grille that came to a point to showcase
the Pontiac's arrowhead; and the extra wide rear fenders flared to draw your attention where the
power was meeting the ground. This Catalina truly owned the boulevard back in the day. It still
has that presence now, right down to the special distinct 8-lug wheels. One of the best reasons
for having a pillarless hardtop is so people can get a terrific view inside when the windows are
down. And this one really show off that appeal. The triple-tone blue on the seats is pure s style,
and the condition today looks like it was locked away in a time capsule. And the door panels are
even done to match. Plus, the headliner, carpeting, and dash all look great as they coordinate
with a package that has all the appeal of a deep blue ocean. The curved windshield and
ultra-wide dash give this a feeling of expansive luxury in this full-sized coupe, and so those who
love true vintage style will love going for a ride. You really see a well-preserved vintage style
everywhere from the AM radio that's on display to the full-size spare in the trunk. The engine
bay stays faithful to this car's classic image, right down to the black air cleaner, factory decals,
and turquoise paint on the block. Fans of the soon-to-come GTO know the Pontiac cubic-inch
V8, and it's a great powerplant to have here, too. There's a bit more grand touring weight in the
Catalina compared to the Goats, but this powerhouse has the right torque to keep it a true
confident cruiser. It fires up readily and it ready to hit the road. Plus, power steering, power
brakes, and a stout but smooth TH three-speed automatic transmission all make you want to
take this one out every weekend. This is the full blue coupe with outstanding all-around appeal.
So if you love a true classic, you know you don't want to let this Catalina slip away. Call today!!!
Vehicle Description. Vehicle Warranty. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no warranties
expressed or implied. About Streetside Classic Cars Tampa. At approximately 43, SF, our
gorgeous facility was opened in and has room for over vehicles. We carry everything from
street rods to newer exotics and are just minutes away from the new Tampa Premium Outlet
mall. Be sure to stop by on your next trip to the beautiful beaches of Florida! We are open to the
public and showroom admission is always complimentary. Our Global Marketing Reach. About
Us. Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question?
Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. Our Global Marketing Reach We advertise on
all the top websites and print publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds
of views each day. Refine your search. Automatic Gasoline Classic Cars 73 Hot Rod 4. Hardtop
13 Sleeper 6 Low Rider 2. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Original drive. In my ownership I
have: -Done a full tune up Cap, rotor, plugs, wires, points -Rebuilt and cleaned the carb, the car
runs like new ever since this -New alternator -Rear shocks were noisy. Then Engine Runs
Strong. Google Ads. Original engine, original 3- speed standard shift car. Built in Southgate,
Calif. Have title dated Aug. Have 4 -speed trans from 63 Catalina and 4-barrel intake and air
cleaner from 62 Pontiac that goes with car. All original tinted glass and power rear tail gate
window. New Hurst Pie Crust cheater slicks with new Hurst period front tires on steel wheels
and poverty hubcaps. All original tinted glass and power rear tail gatewindow. New Hurst Pie
Crust cheater slicks with new Hurstperiod front tires on steel wheels and poverty hubcaps.
Runs And Drives Great. Engine is a 2 barrel. Color is Caravan Gold Metallic. Original
Paint,interior and engine. This is one of the nicest original Pontiac Catalina 4 door sedans.
Comoptions:description:a rust free original body, solid car. Runs and drives great. Born as a 4
barrel, converted to atri-power car. Then engine runs strong. Rare 8 lug pontiac wheels set it
off,wonder bar radio, tachometer, posi-traction rear end, dual exhaust. Older paintjob, that has
some scratches but still very presentable, all chrome, stainlessand glass is in great condition.
One family car! The front seat was in need of new covering so we purc. I will provide a
reproduction fuel tank, strap kit and sender with car. A rust free original body, solid car. Interior
is nice just needs quarters put in, brake work, paint and drive. We will start off with the exterior
of the Catalina. We have pictures of the restoration along with documentation on the engine.
Rare 8 lug Pontiac wheels set it off, Wonder bar radio, tachometer, posi-traction rear end, dual
exhaust. A rust free original body, solid car Tachometer. New Jersey New Jersey 3 years at
ebay. This is one nice car, Big , vintage air. By appointment only By , the excesses of the late s
were mostly gone and u. Car manufacturers were trimming fins and acres of chrome. Pontiac
was five years into bunkie knudsen's reign, and john delorean was making his presence felt as
the horsepower wars heated up in earnest. Drivers like fireball roberts, junior johnson and david
pearson won 21 of 52 nascar races and the super duty cid v-8s were the engines to beat.
Pontiac had success in the sales race, too, making its way to third place in The division had a

dizzying lineup of 15 standard models, plus the new tempest compact. Top seller for pontiac in
was the catalina. Like all big cars, the catalina was downsized for , and its base engine was the
hp, cid v-8, but options ranged all the way to the hp super duty cid v Catalina sedans and
coupes got a 1-inch wheelbase increase, after spending on a inch length shared with full-sized
chevys pontiac tidied up its styling for , with a v-shaped twin grill, full length side-trim, and a
multi-plane, convertible-look roof on hardtops. For modern day enthusiasts, the to pontiac
catalina is an excellent choice for a starter collectible. Their large production numbers mean
parts are easily available, and plenty are available in a variety of conditions. Catalina's are
sturdy, and their styling has worn well. High horsepower options are potent street machines
and carry a price premium, but are worth seeking out. This very nice solid southern vehicle has
received a complete repaint a years back with super nice clear coat paint. Backing the beefy big
block is a G-Force GF clutchless 5-speed transmission. Pontiac was five years into bunkie
knudsens reign, and john delorean was making his presence felt as the horsepower wars
heated up in earnest. Catalina''''s are sturdy, and their styling has worn well. Chrome Wheels.
Pontiac catalina sedan. This is one of the nicest original pontiac catalina 4 door sedans.
Original paint,interior and engine. Pictures do not do this car justice. Just 36, documented
notarized miles! Color is caravan gold metallic. Interior is excellent. Has original chalk marks on
firewall. Newer coker tires 8. Will be at hershey if not sold. Des Moines, IA 3 years ebay.
Exterior: Very nice red paint over a extremely solid body with great panel fit New chrome:
bumpers, headlight housing, trim and accents New side mirrors and wiper blades 8 Bolt Wheels
14" BFG white walls with Pontiac caps New white top Interior: Red seat upholstry is in excellent
condition with no cracks or fading and white accents to match the headliner.
Netoptions:description:make offer! Here is a link to a video walk through of all the cars! The car
would be a great candidate to restore or customize. Most of these cars are located at zip code ,
a few are at The car has been sitting in storage for quite some time. This car is sold on bill of
sale only, title was lost years ago. Engine is a , built by a graduate engineer in automotive
engineering; Mild cam,smooth as silk. It was initially just used to indicate the hardtop cars but
in the catalina became its own separate model. In the cars were completely restyled to go with
the 60's trend and also received a stronger frame that both increased side impact protection
while also creating more room in the interiors. This is also the main year that the classic pontiac
grill was introduced and would remain an iconic feature on all pontiacs in the early 60's. With
the popularity of certain classics like mustangs and camaros it can really be tough to stand out
from the crowd at shows but this catalina does just that. With features like the pointed nose and
extremely cool taillights the car always stands out and is one of those people point out to say
"they just don't make them like they used to. The car was original built in the arlington, tx gm
plant in march of It was ordered by bill mcdavid pontiac and likely resided in the area for a
number of years before being sold to a private collection that was also in texas. It was then sold
out of state to indiana or illinois before making a stop in long beach, california on its way back
home to texas where it lives currently. Coated in the original paint code l belmar red with a
cameo ivory top the car is stunning to see out in the sun. These were the original colors and the
car comes with pontiac historical services documentation including the factory order form
indicating these features. One change from original is the 8 lug aluminum wheels that have
been added but still have the pontiac center caps for a vintage feel. Powering the car is the
original ci v8 motor that starts up and runs very well. One look under the hood and it is clear the
car has been well maintained. It originally came with a 2 barrel but has been converted to
tri-power. Although the tri-power was not original it is the correct style for what would have
been in place in The car was ordered from the factory with power brakes, power steering and air
conditioning all of which are working properly with no issues. Paired with the motor is the
hydramatic transmission that moves through the gears smoothly with no issues. The car was
factory ordered with this interior package which only 13, of the 46, hardtop catalina's received.
The upholstery work is in gorgeous condition as is all of the trim. The dash has the original
components in place all of which are working. The only aftermarket change to the interior is the
underdash gauge pod for oil pressure and temperature gauges. The trunk of the car looks just
as clean as the rest with the original mats and spare in place. These cars aren't very common
especially in this almost all original condition. Amazing 62 pontiac catalina super duty clone.
Rust free car built in south gate california with super solid floors,rockers, doors etc. This old
school, period correct sleeper! With it's aggressive dual quad"" cubic inch engine,solid lifter
cam,long branch hi- po exhaust manifolds, 3 inch exhaust with dumps. Built tubro trans with a
posi rear end and heavy duty axles. New hurst pie crust cheater slicks with new hurstperiod
front tires on steel wheels and poverty hubcaps. This car has roughly miles on it since a
complete refresh. Power steering and power brakes. Pontiac catalina ventura. Great condition
overall. Could even be a daily driver. Engine is a , built by a graduate engineer in automotive

engineering; mild cam,smooth as silk! Tri tone ventura interior, red, maroon, white great
condition! Upgraded sound system. Original style steel hood scoop. Eight lugs are in perfect
condition. Steering wheel has been restored by a professional restorer. Runs great, looks great
and in wonderful survivor condition. Webe autos specializes in marketing and advertising
muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. We offer professional photography, hd movies, and
staging that sells cars. Long island, ny michael webeautos. Com Pontiac enthusiasts and
performance people looking for a unique ride, here it is! Check out this stunning, highly
modified catalina. Powered by pontiac's famous ci v8 with an offenhauser aluminum intake and
edelbrock twin 4 bbls, feeding a set of long tube headers into 3" exhaust. The engine is cooled
by a large aluminum radiator, electric fans, and an electric water pump. It's mated to a turbo
automatic transmission with a stall converter and cheetah scs shifter. The car is equipped with
line-loc too. The interior is finished with factory white and blue door panels, custom racing
styled seats, a sun tachometer and auto meter auxiliary gauges. The car is professionally tubed
to carry the massive rear tires. At a glance, the car has a mean and almost sinister look to it!
Definitely an awesome and unique ride! Comoptions:description:webe autos specializes in
marketing and advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. Comoptions:option
list:description:. This car still retains its original AM radio, original custom steering wheel,
deluxe hub caps, and the outside mirror remote control. This is is a great color combo on the
white paint. Des Moines, IA 4 years ebay. Createelement 'script' ; addloadevent s, index ; s. This
is an original numbers matching catalina. Numbers matching cubic inch v8 with 3 speed
hydromatic automatic transmission. She is a frame up restoration. Any rust issues it had were
cut out and professionally replaced. Currently with original miles and still runs greatthe floor
boards were still factory shinny and solid. Copy of the original title available. All windows solid
no cracks or chips. New headliner new carpet new interior finished in top quality automotive
fabric. New door panels with shinny chrome strips. New paint new 14 inch tires all 4 hubcaps
are original pmd wire hubcaps. Engine was completely restored. New rings bearings cam shaft
lifters connecting rods gaskets. I left the original charging system. Has very good working
generator and voltage regulator. The only thing i changed was replaced 2 barrel manifold with 4
barrel manifold and completely rebuilt 4 barrel carburetor. Original working radio with an extra
newer cd player added under dash. Inspected and road worthy. In fact i love driving it to town.
Gets lots of attention. All chrome and polished aluminum bright work is original and nice.
Headlights signals wipers and heater work great. Good for colder climates. No air
conditionerboth windows down at Original bumper jack and spare tire included. Transmission is
smooth and shifts smoothly. Passing gear is a kick. Bumpers are nice but need re-chromed.
Needs one back-up light. Right rear chrome strip is bent up on right rear quarter panel. Paint on
hood is a little
rail dune buggy
n54 engine diagram
honda accord repair manual pdf
cloudy. It could use a buffing out but still looks fantastic. Transmission had a drip in it but was
found and cured. This is a must see american classic and everything works wellserious
inquiries onlythis vehicle is currently located in roosevelt ut. CD Player. Palm Springs, CA 4
years classiccars. Send me an email at: tomikobajaj netzero. Rust free car built in South Gate
California with super solid floors,rockers, doors etc. This old school, period correct Sleeper!
With it's Aggressive Dual Quad"" cubic inch engine,solid lifter cam,long branch hi- po exhaust
manifolds, 3 inch exhaust with dumps. This car has roughly Miles on it since a complete
refresh. Power steering and Power brakes. This car has no engine and transmission. This car
was originally a 4 speed horsepower a car. The body and sheet metal is excellent. Car would
make excellent super duty clone or nostalgia super stock. Mileage is unknown at the time.
Features include. Stock number: cl. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

